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Three Card BaccaratTM features head-to-head play against the 
dealer and the optional King’s Bonus, Dragon Bonus and Tie 
side bets.

GETTING STARTED
Make your standard Three Card Baccarat wager, and one, two 
or all three of the side bets. Once all wagers have been placed, 
the dealer will deal each player and himself three cards. You 
win if your hand has a higher point total than the dealer’s hand. 
Scoring is the same as in standard baccarat: Aces count as 
one, 2-9 count as their face value and 10-value cards count as 
zero. In the event the total exceeds 10 points, the 10-Column 
is eliminated. For example, if the player’s cards are 10-4-8, the 
total value is two points.

WINNING AND LOSING
Beat the dealer’s three card point total and your Three Card 
Baccarat wager wins 1 to 1”. If your three card point total is less 
than the dealer’s point total your Three Card Baccarat wager will 
lose. If you and the dealer have identical point totals, the winner 
will be determined by who has more face cards. Example: if 
the player has 8-K-J(eight points) and the dealer has 2-5-A the 
player wins.

Note: Your Kings Bonus (if available) bet wins if your three card 
hand contains one of the listed payouts. See paytable for odds. 
Your Dragon Bonus (if available) wager is paid if your Three Card 
Baccarat hand beats the dealer’s Three Card Baccarat hand by 
5 or more points. See paytable for odds.

While point totals dictate the higher hand, there is one exception: 
a hand consisting of three kings is the highest-ranking hand. A 
hand consisting of three face cards (Jacks, Queens or Kings, in 
any combination) is the second highest hand.  
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Must be 21 years or older to gamble. Know When To Stop Before You Start.® 
Please play responsibly, for help visit mdgamblinghelp.org or call 

1-800-GAMBLER. ©2016, Caesars License Company, LLC.
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